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LIFE AFTER OIL
The director Massimiliano Mazzotta widens the shot and launches another project :
"LIFE AFTER OIL - Life after oil"
The oil is expected within a short time , to conclude: there is no agreement on when
this will happen , but it sure will happen.
LIFE AFTER OIL will be a new section of the Sardinia Film Festival 2014.
As we are preparing for post-petroleum era ?
This new section of the Sardinia Film Festival 2014 wants to collect the
contributions of those who are thinking and working on this perspective.
The aim of the festival is to collect movies on projects , experiences and practical
alternative to oil.

LIFE AFTER OIL wants to be a collective intelligence and human creativity . Shot or
mounted on film, electronic , digital or analog . Of any genre: fiction , documentary,
animation 2D or 3D , etc. . etc ...

We are looking for entrepreneurs who have already begun to conceive and to
practice alternatives to oil and who want to bet on the project would encourage the
directors / activists and inventors to engage in thinking about forms of alternative to
fossil fuels .

The selection committee LIFE AFTER OIL 2014 will be composed of :

Antonio Martino (Filmmaker)
Carlo Dessi (Director Sardinia Film Festival)
Gaetano Capizzi (Director of CINEMAMBIENTE Turin)
Massimiliano Mazzotta (Filmmaker)
Stefania Divertito (Journalist)
Vincenzo Migaleddu (President of Doctors for the Environment ISDE,
Sardinia)

Some examples of industries that depend on oil
- Transport: cars, trucks , ships, trains, airplanes, all means of transport for better or
worse depends on oil and finished that, farewell industry and trade, we have to rely
only on domestic production or close to our house .
- Clothing: most of the socks, underwear , shoes, pants, shirts , jackets, is made of
synthetic fiber or other petroleum derivatives. There are enough sheep and fields of
cotton dress for 7 billion people .
- House: 90% of what you see at home, in the office , on the street is made of
plastic. There is not enough wood or metal to make everything, even the chipboard
is held together by the "hill " derived from petroleum .

- Electricity and Electronics: the sheath of wires to all the components of the
electric and electronic devices are made of plastic : electricity without oil farewell ,
farewell appliances, refrigerators goodbye , goodbye computer , goodbye TV and
radio ...
- Mechanics: liners and gaskets, grease and oil , components, containers : also in
the mechanics most of the objects and tools derived from petroleum .
- Life will become bitter: sweeteners that cost a lot less sugar are all derived from
petroleum chemicals : sugar will become a thing to be rich.
- Colors: all paints and colors are petroleum products. - Goodbye hygiene :
detergents, soaps , cleaning products in general , as well as perfumes , deodorants
etc . are all , except in rare and expensive exceptions, petroleum derivatives.
- Health: 99% of the medicine is produced chemically from petroleum such as insulin
for diabetics, life-saving drugs , anticancer drugs and antibiotics . What poisons us is
also the source of the cure.
- Agriculture: no tractors , no herbicides, no pesticides , no fertilizers , there are not
enough natural products for all this : how much fertilizer would serve to replace
chemical fertilizers currently used ?
- Food: nothing refrigerators without oil , no preservatives, no treatments to keep
food on long journeys .
- Army: Explosives are all derived from petroleum.

INFO: Massimiliano Mazzotta 3494485483 (Head of LIFE AFTER OIL )
lifeafteroil@sardiniafilmfestival.it

The president of the Cineclub Sassari
(Carlo Dessì)

